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BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS' TO THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
FOR THE BIHARMONIC OPERATOR AT A BOUNDARY POINT 
VoGo Maz'ya, Leningrad 
1°« Introduction. According to the classical result by Wiener 
P.] > [?] t n e regularity of a boundary point 0 for the Laplace equa-
tion in a domain QcR2^, n>2 is ̂ equivalent to the divergence of the 
series 
XI 2k(n-2)cap(C A G ) 
k=l 2"K 
where C^ = (x€E n:p/2 - |xl - P j and cap is the harmonic capa-
city. Wiener's theorem was extended (sometimes only with respect to 
sufficiency) to different classes of linear and quasilinear second 
order partial differential equations ([3] - [ll] and others). However, 
results of this type for higher order equations seem to be unknown* 
In the present paper we study the behaviour near a boundary point 
of solutions to the Dirichlet problem with zero boundary data for the 
equation A 2 u = f, f€CrT
>(.Q), .Q C Rn© The proof covers only di-
mensions n = 4,5,6,7 (the case n<4 is not interesting). We show 
in particular that the condition 
F 2k(n-4)cap2(C A Q ) = ~ , n = 5,6,7, 
k--l d 2 K 
where cap2 is the so called biharmonic capacity, guarantees the 
continuity of the solution at the point 0. This result follows 
from an estimate of the modulus of continuity. Such estimates, for-
mulated in terms of the rate of divergence of Wiener's series were 
known only for second order equations ( [12J , [7] , [9] , [13] )• 
In the last section we obtain some pointwise estimates for the 
Green function G(x,y) of the Dirichlet problem for A 2 valid 
without any restrictions on the boundary ^.Q • In particular it is 
proved that lG(x,y)l - clx-yr n where n = 5,6,7 and c is a 
positive constant depending only on n. 
The author takes pleasure in thanking E.M. Landis for stimulating 
discussions. 
2°. Preliminaries and definitions. Let £l denote an open subset 
of Euclidean space Rn with a compact closure Q. and a boundary 
7> Q • Let 0 be a point of Cl and B© = {.x: |x | <. K>\$ c^ = 
B^XB^ /2# We denote by c, c-,,... positive constants depending 
only on n and write V^ = { W ^ x^l ••• ^ X-^11}, ^ = V . We 
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consider only real functions. 
Let Wp(-Cl) be the closure of the space CQ(QL) in the norm 
l , v2u l lL2(.C2r 
We introduce the biharmonic capacity of a compact e with res­
pect to an open domain G, GDe: 
cap
2








u = 1 in a neighbourhood of e } . 





Let i denote the fundamental solution for the biharmonic 
operator, i.e© 







log --J-- if n = 4, 
- -J LVЛ-y/ đX -
where GJ = mes^ n 3B n and d is a constant, n n-1 1 9 
3 . "Weighted" positivity of A . 
Lemma 1. Let u €W2(f}.) n c ° ° ( . Q ) and 4 - n - 7- Then for every 
point p€-Q (and in the case n = 4 for any d satisfying d -
- diam (supp u)) we have 
(2) u(p)2 + cj [(V2u(x))
2 ^C,Vu(x))2] [(x p)
n I P~xI 
* 2 J Au(x).A(u(x) T(x-p)) dx. 
Proofo Let (r,6J) be the spherical coordinates with the center 
p and let G denote the image of .Q under the mapping x —^ (t,<J) 
where t = - log r. Since 
r 2Au = r 2" n(r3/ar) [rn"2(r3/2r)u] + S^ u 
where o^ is the Beltrami operator on the unit sphere Sn we 
get for the function v(t,CJ) = u(x) 
r A u = v.. - (n-2)v+ + o^ v = Lv. 
Consider first the case n>4o By a simple computation 
(3) c(n)J Au(x).A(u(x) T(x-p)) dx = J eU""n)tLv.L(ve(n~4)t)dtd<sl = 
n G 
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= J (v t t -(nт-2)v t + S^ v){vtt+(n-6)vt-2{n-4)v+ S^ v) dtd o) 
where c(n) = 2(n-2) (n-4) CJ • We remark t h a t 
( 4 ) 2 f v + v d t do) = / v ( o o , * J )
2 dcJ = cJ u ( p ) 2 . 
J ^ n - 1 
G S n -1 
The following identities are alsp obvious: 
(5) J vt S^ v dt d u) = 0, J v t v t t dt d a) =0. 
G G 
Thus the l a s t i n t e g r a l in (3) becomes 
(6) J [ v 2 t - ( n - 2 ) ( n - 6 ) v
2 - 2 ( n - 4 ) v t t v + 2 v t t 6o>v+(£c0 v )
2 -
- 2(n-4)vo rvJ dt dcO + $&)- u ( p ) 2 . 
After in teg ra t ing by pa r t s we rewri te (6) as 
(7) J { v t t + ( ^«o v > 2 + 2 v t ( - ^€J v t )+2(n-4)v( - j ^ v) + 
+ [5-U-5)2Jv2} dt do) + "--§-• u(p)2. 
Using the former variables (r,o)) we obtain 
( f e * $ <v„ur>
2« =4 <v„»>2* < £ * ^ ^ - * . • * l | i „(p)^. 
This completes the proof of (2) for n = 5,6. In the case n = 7 
one can use the inequality 
fu2 _ax > (u2_£c 
J rr n-4 J r n-2 
.o. r a T 
which is a corollary of the one-dimensional inequality 
oo oo 
J w(r)2r dr - J wl(r)2r(3) dr. 
0 
Now let n = 4» We have 
Ј 4<u. Au(x).A(
u
(x) Г(x-p)) dx = J Дu(x) A(u(x)log т^rr) dx 
=Jbv.L((/+t)v) dt dcü 
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where JC = log d. The last integral is equal to 
(8) J (I +t)(Lv)2 dt dcJ + 2 J(vt-v)Lv dt d<J. 
G G 
Applying (4) and (5) we rewrite (8) in the form 
(9) J U+t)(Lv)2 dt d<J + 2 /[(V^v) 2-v 2] dt d cJ + 2cJ4u(p)2. 
G G 
For the first integral in (9) we have 
J ( /£+t)(Lv) 2 dt dcj = J [v2t+4v
2+(<J^ v) 2 ] ( /£+t ) dt d cJ + 
G G 
+ 2 J ( v t t ^ v-2vtcT6;v-2vttvt)(^ +t) dt do), 
G 
and integrating by parts, we get 
J( /£+t) (Lv) 2 dt do) = J [v 2 t +4v
2 +(cT a ; v)
2 +2(V e u v t )
2 ] ( /+ t ) dt d<y-
G G 
- 2 J [ (V<yv)2- v2 ] dtdo) . 
G 
Therefore 
4 C J 4 J A u . A ( u T ) dx =J [ v ^ ^ v ^ + d ^ v ) 2 + 
£L G 
+ 2 (V C J v t )
2 ] (>£ +t) dt do) + 2<J4u(p)
2 . 
This identity together with the following easily checked one 
/ (<Lv) 2 dco ^ (n-1) f ( V g v )
2 do) J
sn-1 * Jn-1 
implies 
2 J A u o A ( u T ) dx ^ c J [ ( V 2 v )
2 + ( V v ) 2 ] U + t ) dt dcj + 
.Q G 
+ u(p ) 2 ^ c J [ ( V 2 u )
2 + i ^ ^ | ] log j ^ — dx + u ( p ) 2 . 
D. Ix-pl P l 
The proof i s complete. 
Lemma 1 f a i l s for n - 8. Indeed, l e t the function U £ C Q ° ( Q \ P ) 
depend only on r = I x-p I • Then (see [7]) 
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c(n)j Au(x)oA(u(x) P(x-p)) dx = C0n [v\t dt - c fv
2
 dt 
•Q . 0 0 . 0 0 
where v(t) = u(e" )o Therefore rhe estimate (2) is impossible. 
4°o Local estimateso In the next lemma and henceforth we use the 
notation: 
M (u) =f"П~ / u2 dx, 
. anc 2 f 
N*(u) = / [ ( V 2 u )
2 + ^ ^ | ] Tdx 
r n n B ?
 , x"Pl 
2 ? 
where 1 = P(x-p) and we set d = 3p for the case n = 4 in 
the definition of P • 
Lemma 2. Let <y € C0°̂ B2#> ^ °l = 1 ^ n a neignk°urn00(3 of the 
ball Bp ;u6 w|(Q ) nC^Xil). Then for any point peB y2 
(10) / A(^ 2 u)A(^ 2 uP) dx ^ / Au .A(^ 4 uP) dx + 
-Q. CI 
+ c II f (u)
1 /2 Nf(^u)
1/2 + c M f (u). 
Proof. Since 
A( /^ 2 u)A(^ 2 uP) - A u . A ( ^ 4 u P ) = 
= [ A , ^ 2 ] u . A ( ^ 2 u P ) - Au . [A ,^ 2 ]^ 2 u P = 
= [A,^ 2 ]u . [A,^ 2 P ] - Au. [ [A,^ 2 ] .^ 2 P]u 
(the square brackets denote the commutator of operators), we must 
estimate the difference of the integrals 
ix ^ J t A , ^
 2]u.[A,/?£2P]u dx, i2 = j A u . [ [ A ^
2 ] , ^ 2 r j u dx. 
.a n 
We begin with the estimate of i2. Clearly 
[[Ai/^2]t^2rju = 2uv^2v(^2P) = 4u^2(2 rw^ )2+^ V^VP)< 
Hence 
(11) ±2 = J uA(y2/£
2u) dx, 
where y 2 = 4(2 P (V^) +/>? V^? «V P)* l
n general, we denote 
further by ^ i the functions from CQ*(B2 \ B * ) satisfying 
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, V k / i ' " °f i " n " k i k = 0 , 1 , • • • 
The inequal i ty 
l i 2 l - c M f ( u )
1 / 2 N f ( ^
2 u K 2 + c M f (u) 
is a straightforward consequence of (11). Now we pass to the estimate 
of i-, • Since 
[A,^2]uo[A,^2P]u = 
= (4!»jV^pVu + uA^ 2)(2VuoV(7 2r) + u A ( ^ 2 D ) , 
we have 
(12) i1 = 8 J(Vu.V^ )»i (V("2 2 P)oVu) dx + J cfQu
2 dx, 
.a a ' 
where (f Q = A % 2*A(^ 2 V) - div(A"7 2. V ( ^ 2 P)) -
- 2div( A("£ 2 T ) . ^ V »i )• The first term on the right hand side of 
(12) can be written in the form 
\ = 8 J (VuoV^ )(2TV^ +^V T),V(^ 2u) dx + 
.a 
+ 8ju2 div {(V^.Vt^ 2T)) V ^ ] dx = 
n 
= J u div( y2V(*7
 2u)) dx + J u 2 y Q dxo 
Hence 
I iJ ^ c H f (u)
1 / 2 N p (^
2u) 1 / 2 + c M ? (u), 
which completes the proof. 
Using Lemmas 1 and 2 we get 
Corollary 1. Let 4 - n - 7, ufcW2(.Q), A 2 u = 0 in Q. O B 2 • 
Then for all points P^Bp/p 
(13) u(p)2+ J ( ( V 2 u )
2 + l x - p | " 2 ( V u ) 2 ) T(x-p) dx * c M? ( u ) . 
fiOBj) 
Corollary 2> Let 4 * n ^ 7 and l e t the function ue W2(C1 ) 
s a t i s fy the equation A u = 0 in f--\Bp • Then for a l l points 
p € f l \ B 2 p , 
(14) l u ( p ) | - c ( y^|- ) n " 4 M^ ( u ) 1 / 2 o 
Proof* Let G be the image of £1 under the inversion 
P —• plpl o We.make use of the Kelvin transform U(q) = | q|4""nu(q| q|~2) 
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which maps u into a biharmonic function in GOB _-© One can 
easily see that the Kelvin transform preserves the class Wp» By 
the inequality (13) for all points qe GOB -
(2j> r 1 
U(q) 2-í C í.
n / U(y)2 <ЗУ 
or which is the same, 
в __чв __ 
2Ì f 
|q,2(^)u(q|qr2)2 < c ? n j . y ,2(4-n)u(y |y ,-2,2 dy. 
B __\B __ 
2f ? 
Setting here p = q|q| , x = y|y| we obtain the estimate (14)• 
5° Local estimates in terms of capacity* 
op 
Lemma 3* Let 4^n^7 and let the function ueVlz satisfy the 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ p -. d. 
equation A u = 0 in Q . n B 2 . Then for a l l points p g B ^ ; , 
(15) u(p) 2 + f ( ( V 2 u )






where r ( f ) - f ncap2(C2 \ 0_ ) for n > 4 and / " ( f )
 = 
= cap2(C2 \ i 2 ;B2 ) for n - 4; in the case n = 4 we set d = 3p 
in the definit ion of the fundamental solut ion. 
Proof. The results of [14] , [15] imply 
J u2 dx - ^ \ J ( ( V 2 u )
2 + f " 2 ( V u ) 2 ) dx. 
Hnc, • > &nc0n 
2? 2f 
Noting that f - c lx -p l , P(x-p) - ĉ > 4 - n for x « C 2 , P € B « ,2 
and using Corollary 1 we complete the proof. 
Lemma 4. Under the conditions of Lemma 3 for 2r < 0 i t holds 
( f 
(16) J [ ( V ? u )
2 + | x r 2 ( V u ) 2 ] - - - ^ - T - ^ e l l - (u)exp(-c f r ( « ) - £ V 
a O B r
 l x l 4 f r ' T 
Proof. By (15), for suf f ic ient ly small £ > 0 and r - © 
/ ( ( V 2 u )
2 + l x - P r
2 ( V u ) 2 ) P ( x - p ) dx -
Qn(B r \B f) 
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r П T . í
 ( ( V 2 u ) 2 + l x-pl"2(Vu)2)Г(x-p) dx. < C Ғ5" 
Clnc '2? 
Taking l i m i t s with p —-> 0 and then with £ —-> + 0 we get 
/ ( ( V P u )
2 + | x r 2 ( V u ) 2 ) l x l 4 - n dx * 
Г 
C 
Jiy / ((Vu)2 + | x Г
2 ( V u ) 2 ) | x | 4 - n đx. 
^ QПC 2г 

































 "Zv-(2"J)] y ( 2
-
^ ) . 
j=m' 
Let numbers m and /£ satisfy the inequalities 2~m - r - 2~m 
and 2~^ * it> - 21~l « Then (18) and (13) yield 
K ґ(2~' y (r) - c exp [-c3 2 - ^(2~J)]M^ ( U ) . 
Using simple properties of the biharmonic capacity (see for example 
[15] ) we obtain (16) from the last estimate. 
6°o Regularity of a boundary point. We say that a point 0£jQ. 
is regular for the biharmonic operator if the solution u^W^(Q) 
of the equation A u = f with an arbitrary right hand side from 
C^°(.Q) is continuous at 0. 
Theorem 1. Let 4 - n - 7 and 
(19) Ir^)Řf = 
where f is the function introduced in Lemma 3« Then the point 0 
is regular for A 2 # Moreover if u€W2(_l) and A u = 0 in 
Q O B p for some ® > 0 then there exists a constant c such 
that > 
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(20) lim exp(c f / ' C r ) ~ ) suplu(p)l = 0 . 
r - > 0 J Q T iPHr 
r 
Proof. According to (15) we have for a l l p£ B M with r - <f> 
(21) U (p )
2 ^ — ^ y / ( ( V 2 u )
2 +1 x r 2 ( V u ) 2 ) l x l 4 " n dx. 
r nnc2r -
Let S(r) = sup[u(p)2: pc B r / 2 } . From (21) i t follows that 
r/2 r 
/ S ( r ) r ( T ) - f - - c / - ^ - / ( ( V 2 u )
2 + l x l - 2 ( V u ) 2 ) l x l 4 - n d x = 
0 0 flnc2T' 
r/2 2T 
= c / - ^ " / R 3 OR / ( (V 2 u)
2 +R" 2 (Vu) 2 ) do) 
0 T S^ -1 
which by the change of integration order becomes 
r/2 
/ S ( T ) r - ( T ) - ^ - - c / ( ( V 2 u )
2 + l x | - 2 ( V u ) 2 ) l x | 4 - n dx. 
0 QriBr 
Using this estimate and Lemma 4 we obtain 
r/2 » 
(22) / S(T )j-(r ) -£- - c M p (u)exp(-c/ ̂ (T) --?• ). 
Let 
| ( т ) = f Г ( t ) â | - . 
T 
The inequality (22) assumes the form 
/ SCc(f))df - c M p (u)exp(-c { (r)). 
f(r/2) J J * -
Since the function £ —> S(T (f )) decreases and f (r) " f (r/2) -
- c, c>0 we conclude 
2f(r) 
*(r/2)S(f-1(2f(r/2))) * / S(r(f))df .? c u (u)exp(-c/(r/2)), 
J Mr/2) - - T 
.) 
where | is the inverse function to £(T)o We set 
= | -1(2 I(r/2)). Then 
J(R)exp( | J(R))S(R) ̂  2c M (u) 
R = 
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for all R - J"*1 (2 | ( f /4)). Therefore 
lim exp( 7 t (R))S(R) = 0. 
R -» 0 4 J 
The result follows© 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is 
Corollary 3» If 4 - n - 7 and 
f 
lim -^-j J r(r) $£- > o 
г -> o ìog І ^ r 
then the solution u£w|(£-) of the equation A 2 u = f with 
f€CQ°(Q) satisfies the inequality |u(x)| - clxl00 , oC > 0 in 
a neighbourhood of 0» 
7°. Examples of regular points for A 0 The proof of the fol-
lowing assertions can be performed in the same way as the proofs of 
analogous facts for (p,l)-capacity in [9] , p© 53-55« 
If n = 4 and the point 0 belongs to a continuum which is a 
part of Rn\fl then v*(^) - const > 0 and consequently the condi-
tion of Corollary 3 holds• 
Let the exterior of Q in a neighbourhood of the point 0 
contain the domain {x: 0< xn< 1, x-̂  + ..• + x^ 1< f(xn)
2} , where 
f(t) is an increasing positive continuous function on (0,1) such 
that f(0) = f'(0) = 0. Then f ( t ) * cllog f(r ) \ ~ 1 for n = 5 
and f i t ) - c[t;"'1f(r )] n~ 5 for n> % 
Hence the point 0 is regular for A , if 
/ I log f ( x Л " *
1 ^ 1 dГ = 00 for n = 5, 
0 
/ [ t ^ t i r j ]
1 1 " " 5 ^ " 1 dtf = ~> for n = 6,7. 
0 
8°o Estimates for the Green functiono Let G(x,y) be the Green 
function of the Dir ichle t problem for the biharmonic operator© 
Theorem 2o Let 5 - n - 7 and d = d i s t ( y , 3 _ 3 ) o Then 
(23) lG(x,y) - P ( x - y ) | -" c d*~n i f | x-y I - d y , 
|G(x,y) | * c | x - y l 4 - n i f | x-y I > d_, 
and consequently | G ( x , y ) | - c | x - y r n for a l l xeCl, yc-Oo 
Proof. Let B(y) = {x: | x - y | < d } and aB(y) = {x:l x-yt< ad }• 
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We denote by 7) a function from CQ°°[O,1) equal to unity on the 
segment [0,1/2) and set 
H(x,y) = G(x,y) - \ ( % z L ^ ( x - y ) . 
y 
Obviously the function x —^ H(x,y) belongs to the class 
w|(n.)nC°°(X2), the support of the function x —* A2H(x,y) lies 
in B(y)\ ̂  B(y) and |A2H(x,y)| - d~n. Applying Lemma 1 to the 
function x —> H(x,y) we get 
H(p,y)2 - 2 J Aj[-I(x,y).H(x,y)P(x-p) dx0 
B(y)nQ 
Therefore 
(24) sup H(p,y)2 £ 
pe 2B(y)nQ 
- sup |H(x,y)| sup J | A2H(x,y)| P(x-p) dx, 
x€B(y)nn p<=2B(y)ntt B ( y ) n Q 
and hence 
(25) sup .H(p,y)| * cd;n sup / T(x-p) dx ^ c d4~n . 
P62B(y)nQ
 y
 P62B(y)nQ B ( y ) n £
 y 
Since A H(p,y) = 0 for P€B(y) we obtain from (25) and Corollary 
2 (in which 0 must be substituted by p) for pg 2B(y) 
lH(p,y)l - c < VrAh- ) n " 4 SUP lH(x,y)l * clp-yl4-n« lp"yl x e2B(y)na 
The result follows© 
Theorem 3* Let n = 4, d = d i s t ( y , 9 . Q . ), let Q be a domain 
with a diameter 3) and 
T(x-y) = (4co4)"
1log J-JL. . 
Then 
|G(x,y) - P(x-y)| -= Cjlog J- + c2 if I x-y I -S a , 
lG(x,y)l * c3log ^- + c4 if I x-yl > dy. 
Proof. Proceeding in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2 
we come to (24)• Hence 
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sup lH(p,y)l - cd"4 sup / T(x-.p) dx -
p € 2 B ( y ) n Q y p e 2B(y)nQ B ( y ) n Q 
- c^log T" + c 2 
y 
which together with Corollary 2 gives for pe 2B(y) 
lH(p,y)l - c sup lH(p,y)l - c(c-log jr- + c0). 
x£2B(y)nQ y 
Since G(p,y) = H(p,y) for p € 2B(y) the result follows* 
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